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The purpose of this study was explore the relationship between Chemistry 
teachers’ nature of science (NOS) epistemological views and the nature of 
inquiry-based instruction (IBI) implemented in their classrooms. The main 
objective of the study was to establish the extent to which Chemistry 
teachers’ NOS views relate to the nature of IBI they implement in their 
classrooms.The researcher used a purposive sampling procedure to identify 
two schools of similar standards from which he selected eight willing 
chemistry teachers (four from each school) to participate in the study. He 
collected qualitative data through semi-structured interviews, classroom 
observation, and documentary analysis. He analyzed these data by grounded 
theory using an interactive, open coding approach. It was established that 
the chemistry teachers with informed NOS epistemological views 
implemented guided and open inquiry whereas those with naïve NOS 
epistemological views implemented more structured. IBI/ Pre-IBI in their 
chemistry lessons. This implies that, Chemistry teachers’ NOS 
epistemological views are related to the nature of IBI they implement. 
Hence, there is need for: 1) teacher educators to improve the NOS 
understanding of pre-service and in-service science teachers; and 2) .more 
studies to establish the influence of the NOS epistemological views of 
teachers in other disciplines on the nature of IBI they implement. 
 
Keywords: Science teacher education, nature of science, Inquiry-based 
instruction.

INTRODUCTION 
 
Inquiry-based instruction (IBI) has been conceptualized in 
the new Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC, 
2012) as those practices scientists engage in during the 
development of scientific knowledge (Capps and Crawford, 
2013; NGSS, 2013). Teachers implementing IBI are 
expected to guide students through inquiry processes that 
mirror the practices of scientists. Inquiry-based instruction 
is, therefore, characterized by students who are (1) 
engaging with scientific questions, (2) planning and 

conducting investigations, (3) generating explanations by 
connecting evidence and scientific knowledge, (4) applying 
scientific knowledge to new problems, and (5) participating 
in critical discourse and argumentation with their peers 
(NGSS, 2013). These features of IBI reflect the 
responsibility of science teachers as they help students to 
construct their knowledge while developing the skills and 
dispositions characteristic of scientists (Minner et al., 
2010). Teaching  science  as  inquiry  is  a  complex task that 
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Table 1. Settings of IBI 
 

Mode of IBI Question investigated by: Procedure designed by: Procedure for data analysis/ interpretation 
Structured  Teacher Teacher Teacher directed; Student interpreted 
Guided  Teacher Students Usually teacher guided, but student interpreted. 
Open  Students Students Student-led procedures and interpretation 

 

Source: Cavas et al.(2013) 
 
 

Table 2. Categories of NOS Epistemological Views 
 

Category Informed view [Contemporary 
view of NOS] 

Naïve/ positivist view Contradictory/ Mixed views 

Tentativeness of scientific 
knowledge. 

Scientific knowledge is subject to 
change with new observations and 
interpretations of existing 
observation. 

Scientific knowledge is 
absolute truth, hence will 
not change. 

Some scientific knowledge is 
tentative, whereas another is 
absolute truth. 

Role of imagination and creativity 
in science 

Scientific knowledge is partially based 
on human imagination and creativity. 
Data do not interpret themselves: 
scientists use their creative 
metaphors and imagination to make 
sense of the empirical world and to 
develop future research questions 

Scientific knowledge is 
generated through step by 
step scientific method 
without creativity and 
imagination. 

Some scientific knowledge is based 
on scientific method, whereas others 
is based on creativity /imagination. 

Differences between scientific 
Laws and theories. 

Laws describe patterns or regularities 
in data while theories are inferred 
explanation for natural phenomenon 
and mechanism for relationships 
among natural phenomenon. 

Scientific Laws are proved, 
whereas theories are still 
under investigation. 

Some scientific laws and theories are 
proved, whereas other are still under 
investigation. 

Relationship between science, 
society and cultural values. 

Science is human endeavor and, as 
such, is influenced by the society and 
culture in which it is practiced. The 
values and expectations of the culture 
determine what and how science is 
conducted, interpreted, and accepted. 

Scientists are objective 
human beings who are not 
influenced by their society 
and culture when 
conducting scientific 
investigation. 

Some scientific knowledge is not 
influenced by social and cultural 
factors (objective knowledge) 
whereas others are influenced by 
social and cultural factors (subjective 
knowledge) 

 
 
 
challenges many teachers (Crawford, 2012; Luft, 2001). 

Researchers agree that engaging science teachers in 
authentic professional development activities will improve 
their confidence and expertise with the enactment of IBI 
(Blanchard et al., 2009). However, for professional 
development to be useful to the teachers, it should be 
designed basing on the science teachers’ pedagogical, 
conceptual, cultural and political contexts. Based on the 
degree of students’ involvement in the active learning 
process, three different settings of IBI can be differentiated 
(Table 1). 

1. Structured inquiry relates to a teaching approach that 
involves an active teacher, but passive students: the 
students’ activities are directed and guided by the teacher. 
The students are given little freedom to do something by 
themselves. In the structured inquiry, the students 
investigate a teacher-presented question through a 
prescribed procedure, often coming from the textbook or 
worksheet. Although the student is usually asked to 
interpret the outcomes, this tends to follow the reasoning in 
narrow subject matter context (Cavas et al., 2013). 

2. Guided inquiry involves the teacher, for the most part, 
in presenting the investigation question, but usually allows 

students to design or select procedures. Its strength over 
structured inquiry is that it includes student-created 
involvement in interpreting findings. It involves students in 
taking some responsibilities for their activities and is a step 
on the way to full involvement of students. 

3. Open-inquiry, also called authentic inquiry, the teacher 
takes the responsibility to define the knowledge framework 
in which the inquiry is to be conducted, but leaves the 
students with the task of considering a wide variety of 
questions. During open inquiry, the students investigate 
topic-related questions through student-designed 
procedures and take responsibility for data collections, 
analysis, reporting and the drawing of conclusions (Cavas et 
al., 2013). 

Nature of Science (NOS) has been advocated as an 
important goal for studying science for more than 100 
years (Central Association for Science and Mathematics 
Teachers, 1907). NOS is the epistemology of science 
underlying the practices imbedded in investigations, field 
studies, experiments, the values and beliefs inherent to the 
scientific enterprise, and the development of scientific 
knowledge (Abd-El-Khalick, 2013). According to the Next 
Generation   Science   Standards (NGSS)  (2013),  there   are  



 
 
 
 
eight tenets of NOS understandings students should learn 
namely:(1) Scientific investigations use a variety of 
methods, (2) Scientific knowledge is based on empirical 
evidence, (3) Scientific knowledge is open to revision in 
light of new evidence, (4) Scientific models, laws, 
mechanisms, and theories explain natural phenomenon, (5) 
Science is a way of knowing, (6) Scientific knowledge 
assumes order and consistency in natural systems, (7) 
Science is human endeavor, and (8) Science addresses 
questions about the natural and material world. 

Due to the critical role science teachers play in 
developing learners’ NOS understanding, there has been a 
lot of research to assess and improve science teachers’ NOS 
understanding since 1950 (Clough and Olson, 2008). 
However, few studies have been done in developing 
countries to investigate the link between science teachers’ 
understanding of NOS and the nature of IBI implemented in 
their classrooms. Hence, this study was done to address this 
gap in literature. 
 
Problem Statement 
 
Many science teachers hold inaccurate conceptions of 
scientific inquiry, IBI and NOS (Herrington et al., 2016), 
which has created barriers to the enactment of IBI in high 
schools. Yet few studies have delved into the link between 
science teachers’ NOS epistemogical views and their 
implementation of IBI. The improvement-of-practice 
problem for in-service teachers must, at the root, influence 
teaching philosophies. It is from philosophies that beliefs 
arise, and beliefs give rise to decisions. Decisions bring 
about actions, and actions have consequences. Hence, to 
influence outcomes, professional development providers 
need to give attention to teaching philosophies (Wenning, 
2005), which they have not done. This study attempted to 
address this gap by investigating the link between 
chemistry teachers’ NOS epistemological views and their 
classroom practice in Uganda. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the relationship 
between chemistry teachers’ NOS epitemological views and 
the nature of IBI implemented in their classrooms. 
 
Research Question 
 
To what extent do chemistry teachers’ NOS epitemological 
views relate to the nature of IBI implemented in their 
classrooms? 
 
Literature Review 
 
Writing on IBI shows that there are many differences in 
science teachers’ practice of IBI (McNeill, 2009). The 
reasons for this may be that science is a broad discipline 
with many sub-divisions, so every teacher in his/ her 
respective discipline may practice IBL differently. Other  
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factors influencing practice of IBI have been given by a host 
of authors as teachers’ professional experience (Fogleman 
et al., 2011; Madhuri et al., 2012; Chang and Wu, 2015); 
teachers’ beliefs about the importance of student self-
directedness in IBI (Crawford, 2000; Taso, 2015); 
characteristics of the class and quality of students 
(Maskiewicz and Winters (2012); the curriculum 
(Fogleman et al., 2011); the available learning platform 
(Sun and Xie, 2014); and the country and school system 
(Englen et al. (2013). 

In Spain, for example, Pozueloso et al. (2014) investigated 
the implementation of an inquiry-based curriculum. The 
researchers established that the teachers focused on three 
areas of need: a suitable working environment that enables 
and facilitates collaborative work, access to alternative 
materials, and greater social recognition and willingness of 
colleagues to cooperate. Capps and Crawford (2013) 
examined the teaching practice of inquiry of 26 teachers. 
Although the teachers were qualified, few aspects of inquiry 
or nature of science were evident in the teachers’ lesson 
and this included motivation. In the context of this study, it 
can be said that practice of IBI is not only a function of 
qualification but also motivation. The way teachers 
incorporate learning about scientific inquiry (SI) into 
laboratory work also influences their practice of IBI (Stripel 
and Sommer’s, 2016). In Taiwan, Chang and Wu (2015) 
established that teachers moved progressively from more 
teacher-centered thinking about teaching to student-
centered thinking and actions incorporating SI. 

Two major conclusions are deducible from the work of 
the authors cited above. First, that teachers’ practice of IBI 
is the function of a range of factors, which might differ 
across societies/ systems of education (Englen et al., 2013). 
Second, that although writing on the practice of IBI is 
extensive, the experience of African education systems with 
the approach to the teaching of science is underrepresented 
in this literature. This constitutes a gap that has 
implications for theory, policy and practice. Therefore, 
taking the case of Chemistry teaching in Kampala District of 
Uganda, this study was conducted to close this gap. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The study followed a multi-case study design. Eight willing 
chemistry teachers from two out of the 21 secondary 
schools in Kampala District participated in the study. Data 
was collected using semi-structured in-depth interviews, 
classroom observation and document analysis. The 
interview protocol was based on the views of NOS form D+ 
(Lederman and Khishfe, 2004). I also administered the 
Myth of Science Questionnaire (Buaraphan, 2009) to 
explore the participants’ understanding of NOS. The 
classroom observation guide was adapted from Cavas et al. 
(2013).I transcribed the field notes for coding and analysis, 
which was done using NVivo™. The chemistry teachers’ 
implementation of five IBI categories was classified thus: no 
IBI (none), pre-IBI, structured IBI, guided IBI, and open IBI.  
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Table 3. NOS Epistemological Views of the Teachers in School A at the Beginning of the Study 

 
 Mr. Byaruganba Mr. Kawesa Mr. Agume Mr. Oketcho 
Meaning of science “For science what you teach 

theoretically you can also do 
practically.” 

 
[Positivist view] 

“Science is the study of the 
knowledge got from 

experimentation on facts about 
something.” 
[naive view] 

“Science was the application of laws to 
understand how things work.” 

 
[fairly informed view] 

“Science is the art of doing and 
discovering new things.” 

 
[naïve and positivistic view] 

Tentativeness of 
scientific knowledge 

“Scientific knowledge changes 
because knowledge keeps on 

changing.” 
[Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge would 
change in future because of the 
new additions resulting from 

research.” 
[Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge changes depending 
on new discoveries.” 

 
[Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge could change 
since it depends on discovery.” 

 
[Informed view] 

Role of imagination 
and creativity in 
science 

“Some scientists use scientific 
methods, whereas others utilize 

creativity when conducting a 
scientific investigation.” 

[Mixed views] 

“The best scientist is that one 
who talks the scientific language 

and has creativity.” 
 

[Informed view] 

“Scientists use both creativity/imagination 
and scientific method when they are 

conducting the scientific investigations.” 
 

[fairly informed view] 

“The current scientists mainly 
follow the scientific method, unlike 

in the past where scientists used 
creativity/ imagination.” 

[naive view] 
Differences between 
scientific theories and 
laws 

“Law has been agreed upon by 
various scientists, so it’s proved, 

and then a theory is still subject to 
research.” 

[naive view] 

“A scientific theory is under 
investigation whereas a 

scientific law has been proved.” 
 

[naive view] 

“A scientific law is something that has been 
investigated, and there is some concrete 
evidence. But a theory contains so many 

things.” 
[naive view] 

“A scientific law is a law that has 
been proved beyond reasonable 
doubt, whereas a theory is still 

under investigation.” 
[naive view] 

Relationship between 
science, society and 
cultural values 

“Science influences culture to a 
certain extent.” 

“We have a universal science.” 
 

[contradictory and mixed] 
 

“There is a relationship between 
science and culture.” 

“Science has almost a direction it 
follows with culture.” 

“We have a universal science.” 
[Mixed views] 

“Culture influences science and also science 
affect culture.” 

 
 
 

[Informed view] 

“Believed that culture influences 
science.” 

“Culture does not influence the 
Western world science.” 

 
[contradictory and mixed] 

 
 
 

When analyzing their NOS epistemological views, I 
developed six themes, namely, meaning of science, 
tentativeness of scientific knowledge, the role of 
imagination and creativity in science, differences 
between scientific laws and theories, and the 
relationship between science, society, and cultural 
values. I analyzed the teachers’ responses to the myth 
of science questionnaire by looking at their scores at 
the beginning of study. I also wrote reflective, 
analytical memos during the process of data analysis, 
reflecting particularly on how I relate personally to 

my participants in the study, emerging patterns, and 
emerging and existing themes (Saldana, 2016). These 
memos helped me in making sense of the data. 
 
 
FINDINGS 
 
The findings are summarized in Tables 2 through 8. 
Here the researcher presents the responses by 
participating chemistry teachers on the five NOS 
statements contained in the Myth of Science 

questionnaire. He categorized a science teacher who 
disagreed (D) with all the statements as having 
informed NOS epistemological views (scores 100%). 
On the other hand, I categorized a science teacher 
who agreed (A) with all the statements as having a 
naïve view of NOS (scores, 0.0%) From Table 3, it is 
evident that all the four participating chemistry 
teachers in School A had a naïve view of NOS as far as 
the relationship between the scientific laws and 
theories is concerned. This is because all of them 
agreed that scientific theories could be developed to 
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Table 4. NOS Epistemological Views of the Teachers in School B at the Beginning of the Study 

 
 Mr. Bogere Mr. Ssentimba Mr. Musiguzi Ms. Awor 
The meaning of 
science 

“Science is the study of nature, and also 
science is mainly different from other 
subjects because science is practical.”   
 
[Positivist view] 

“Science as the study of nature and 
science is different from other 
subjects.” 
[Naïve and Positivist view] 

“Science talks about the 
behavior of matter.” 
“Science is a practical subject 
that requires manipulation.” 
[fairly informed view] 

“Science is the study of nature.” 
  “In science, we study what we 
see.” 
[Mixed views] 

Tentativeness of 
scientific 
knowledge 

“Scientific knowledge might change in 
future.” 
[Fairly Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge always 
changes.” 
[Fairly Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge will 
change due to changes in 
technology.”[Informed view] 

“Scientific knowledge might 
change due to developments in 
research.”[Informed view] 

Role of 
imagination and 
creativity in 
science 

“Scientists use imagination /creativity 
in the planning phase, but during the 
observation phase, one does not need 
to imagine.” 
[Positivist views] 

“Scientists always follows a scientific 
method in their investigation.” 
[naive view] 

“Scientists usescientific methods 
during experimentation.” 
“Scientists also utilize 
imagination and 
creativity.”[Mixed views] 

“Scientists mainly use the 
scientificmethod.” 
[naive view] 

Relationship 
between science, 
society and 
cultural values 

“Some science is attached to a cultureof 
medicine.” 
“There is a universal science.” 
[contradictory and mixed] 

“Science and culture move hand in 
hand.” 
 
[Fairly Informed views] 

“There is no relationship 
between science, society and 
culture.” 
[positivistic views] 

“There is a lot of science related to 
culture.” 
[contradictory and mixed] 

 

 
Table 5.  Myth of Science at the beginning of the Studyin School A 

 
 Mr. Byaruhanga Mr. Kawesa Mr. Agume Mr. Oketcho 
1 Hypotheses are developed to become theory. D A D A 
2 Scientific theories can be developed to become laws. A A A A 
3 Scientific knowledge cannot be changed. D D D D 
4 Accumulation of evidence makes scientific knowledge more stable. A A D D 
5 Scientific models (e.g., atomic model) expresses a copy of reality. A D D D 

 

Note. A = Agree, D = Disagree and U = Uncertain 

 
 

Table 6. Myth of Science at the beginning of the Study in School B 

 
 Mr. Bogere Mr. Ssentimba Mr. Musiguzi Ms. Awor 
1. Hypotheses are developed to become theory A D D A 
2. Scientific theories can be developed to become laws A A A A 
3. Scientific knowledge cannot be changed D D D D 
4. Accumulation of evidence makes scientific knowledge more stable. A A A D 
5. Scientific models (e.g. atomic model) expresses a copy of reality A A A D 

 

Note. A = Agree, D = Disagree and U = Uncertain 
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Table 7. School A Chemistry Teachers’ NOS Epistemological Views and the Nature of IBI Implemented in their Classrooms 
 

NOS/IBI Mr.Byaruhanga Mr.Kawesa Mr.Agume Mr.Oketcho 
Meaning of science Positivist Naive Fairly Informed Naïve 
Tentativeness of scientific knowledge Informed Informed Informed Informed 
Role of imagination and creativity in science Mixed and positivist Informed Fairly Informed Naïve 
Differences between scientific theories and laws naïve Naive Naive Naïve 
Relationship between science, society and cultural values Mixed and contradictory Mixed Informed Mixed and contradictory 
Response on the Myth of Science questionnaire at the beginning of 
the study (%age score) 

2D = 40% 2D = 40% 4D = 80% 1D = 60% 

Nature of IBI implemented in classroom  Pre-IBI Structured IBI Open IBI Structured IBI 

 
 

 Table 8. School B Chemistry Teachers’ NOS Epistemological Views and the Nature of IBI Implemented in their Classrooms 
 

NOS/IBI Mr. Bogere Mr. Sentimba Mr. Musiguzi Ms. Awor 
Meaning of science Positivist Positivist and naive Naive Mixed 
Tentativeness of scientific knowledge Fairly informed Fairly informed Fairly Informed Informed 
Role of imagination and creativity in science Positivist Naive Mixed Naïve 
Differences between scientific theories and laws naïve Naive Naive Naïve 
Relationship between science, society and cultural values Mixed/ Contradictory Fairly informed Positivist Mixed/ complex 
Response on the Myth of Science questionnaire at the Beginning of 
study (%age score) 

1D = 20% 2D = 40% 2D = 40% 3D = 60% 

Nature of IBI implemented in classroom   Pre-IBI Structured IBI Pre-IBI Structured IBI 

 
 
 

become laws. This finding agrees with what the 
teachers said during the interviews, where they 
claimed that “the scientific laws are proven, whereas 
the theories are still under investigation.” 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
First, most chemistry teachers had naïve/positivistic 
NOS epistemological views at the beginning of the 
study. Most of them scored less than 50% on the myth 
of science questionnaire (see Tables 7 and 8 above,). 
There was also a fairly strong relationship between 
chemistry teachers’ NOS epistemological views and 
the nature of IBI implemented in their classrooms. 

The   conclusions   based   on    the  findings  of   this 

research are that: 
First, most of the participating teachers hold naïve 

NOS epistemological views and do not practice 
authentic IBI in their classrooms. Hence, it seems that 
the current pre-service and in-service teacher 
education programs in Uganda may not be improving 
the NOS understanding of the teacher trainees. 

Secondly, the nature of inquiry-based instruction 
implemented by the science teacher in the classroom 
is highly influenced by their NOS epistemological 
views considering other factors constant. 
 
Implications 
 
There is need to pay attention to science teachers 
teaching philosophies in general and NOS 

epistemological views in particular. Hence, there is an 
urgent need for the key stakeholders, like teacher 
training colleges, to revise their content and method 
courses to integrate NOS courses to train teachers who 
are able to teach with and about NOS in their IBI 
lessons. 

There is need for studies involving teachers of other 
science disciplines (e.g. physics and biology). This may 
lead to improvement of teaching and learning of 
science subjects in developing countries and 
successful implementation of science curricula. 
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